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The Secret Explorers head to the Borneo rainforest on a mission to rescue
a lost baby orangutan. Along the way, they learn about threats to the
rainforest--especially from plantation owners to want to cut down the
rainforest to expand palm oil production.
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Simon is flying to the island of Borneo in the South China Sea. He plans to
travel by boat and plane, and trek through one of the world’s oldest
rainforests to find orangutans in their natural equitorial habitat. He’ll be
sketching some of the island’s 1,000s of species of tree, mammal and bird
along the way. Simon Chapman, winner of the Blue Peter Book Award,
brings geography to life, and his Expedition Diaries are a great way to
introduce the world’s biomes and habitats to children.
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As a scientist, Meg set out to climb up and investigate the rain forest tree
canopies-- and to be the first scientist to do so. But she encountered
challenge after challenge. Male teachers would not let her into their
classrooms, the high canopy was difficult to get to, and worst of all, people
were logging and clearing the forests. Meg never gave up or gave in. She
studied, invented, and persevered, not only creating a future for herself as a
scientist, but making sure that the rainforests had a future as well.
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